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Contemporary Interpretations: Race and Othello
      William Shakespeare’s Othello is not quite the beloved classic it used to be. The play tells the story of a North
African general named Othello who marries a Venetian woman, Desdemona, and when his two-faced lieutenant Iago
convinces him that his wife has been unfaithful, descends into rage and jealousy, ultimately killing Desdemona and
himself. There is no question why this story is a classic, with Shakespeare’s stunning language and the devastating
downward spiral of the play’s protagonist. However, in recent years, Othello has been subject to much debate over
whether it is, in fact, racist. Certainly, the fact that it was originally written by a white man for white audiences,
performed by an entirely white cast, does not do much to disprove this idea. Then again, it is important to
remember that Shakespeare wrote Othello from a very different historical and cultural perspective: For example,
during the Elizabethan era, the very concept of race was different, having more to do with nationality than skin color.
Thus, exploring Othello in the twenty-first century is unavoidably complicated, and we must ask ourselves if this
centuries-old story is still worth telling today. Yet, while Othello is in itself inherently racist - using excessive racial
slurs and perpetuating racial stereotypes - modern productions of this classic can still use its powerful and
devastating story to promote racial justice.
      Perhaps one of the first things that raises questions about the play's message is the sheer abundance of racist
insults used to describe Othello. Of course, much of this language comes from the mouths of the play’s villains and
therefore contributes to the idea that Othello is a Black man trying to succeed in a world that does not want him, and
arguably makes a point against racial injustice. That being said, the play never explicitly counteracts or even
addresses this racism. For example, near the beginning of the play, when Brabantio learns that Othello and his
daughter are married, he is incensed; the thought of his white daughter lying with a Moor is too much to handle.
Consequently, he describes Othello as having a “sooty bosom,” as one of the “bondslaves and pagans,” (1.3. 89-
122) and  “what [Desdemona] feared to look on” (116). Not only that, but he assumes that Othello must have
“practiced on her with foul charms” (92) because Desdemona could not have fallen in love with a Black man. Yet, it
seems like all this racist terminology could just prove that Brabantio is a bigot. In reality, because no one ever
confronts Brabantio for the racist he is, the play fails to disprove the injustice in the scene. Similarly, the play’s
antagonist Iago uses countless words to insult Othello’s ethnicity: “black ram” (1.1. 97), “erring barbarian” (1.3,
398), “his Moorship” (1.1, 35), and many more. Although Iago is stabbed and arrested at the end of the play, and
generally considered an evil conniving villain, no one speaks up against the extreme xenophobia and racism that goes
hand in hand with his schemes. No one even mentions the way Iago talks about Othello, and therein lies the problem.
Without action against the play’s problematic language, it cannot promote justice, and therefore is simply racist.
      Additionally, the entire plot is based on the conclusion that Othello’s blackness predicts and defines his
behaviors. At the outset of the play, Iago tells Roderigo that “these Moors are changeable in their wills” (1.3. 389-
390), an idea that defines the main action of the next three hours. While Othello is initially presented as thoughtful
and composed—traits that defy many racist portrayals of the time—Iago uses Othello’s supposed “changeability” to
subvert him into confusion, jealousy, and ultimately murder. Especially in the United States, there is the stereotype of
the Black brute, a wild, lust-driven man who rapes and murders young white virgins. It would seem then, that the all-
consuming paranoia that leads Othello to kill his wife in bed has more racist implications. A man who yells “Down,
strumpet!” (5.2, 99) at his wife and then smothers her struggling body is nothing less than brutal. What’s more, this is
certainly not the calm, stately Othello of the play’s beginning, and Iago has succeeded in changing Othello’s will, in
turning him into the violent Black man the world expects to see. Thus the play implies that inevitably, Othello cannot
escape the changeable, beastial nature of his ethnicity.
      Despite the racist language and ideas reinforced throughout Othello, this play can still be relevant, perhaps even
anti-racist, but it is the responsibility of a live production to achieve this. For example, many recent performances



have actively sought to move away from Othello’s themes of racism, instead emphasizing the power dynamics that
make the play so moving. Lucian Msamati, a British-Tanzanian actor who played Iago in the Royal Shakespeare
Company’s 2015 production, said he believes there is so much more to this classic than the “mythology. . . that
Othello is ‘the race play’” (0:23). In fact, he does not believe that Iago is driven by “anything racial at all” (0:42)
but that “there’s something much deeper, much more dangerous, much more emotional” (0:47) that spurs Iago’s
treachery. These ideas were then translated onstage by the cast and crew in a production that, in casting Iago as a
Black man, opened up the story to being more than a race play. Similarly, the artists who worked on the 2013
National Theatre production wanted to “actually do a 21st century version of this play and. . . make it about
character. . . above all” (4:35). Adrian Lester, who played the title role in this production, says that “race is simply a
tool that Iago uses to manipulate. It’s no more than that” (4:46), and when you watch it, you feel that choice: For all
Iago’s ethnic slurs, the artistry is so brilliant that the audience almost forgets that Othello is a Moor, and instead gets
completely caught up in the gripping back and forth between characters. As Lester put it, “This production draws a
line under. . . the performance future of this play—it draws a line under that and says no, it’s not about race. He’s
not representative of blackness. He’s Othello” (5:32). So ultimately, the artists who put Othello on the stage have
the power to determine what story the audience receives.
      Ironically, Othello is a Shakespearean play that has recently been under fire for its language, which is normally
the source of so much praise. This is not to say that Othello is devoid of beautiful language—quite the contrary—but
that it contains racist insults, imagery, and tropes that call into question its viability in 2020. At the end of the day,
however, words have many interpretations and so do stories, so the racism in Othello does not negate the story’s
potential for redemption. Art still has power because it relies on interpretation. It is what you make of the world.


